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STRACT 
The concept of a group is basic in the study of 
-·--··algebra. Combining it with the idea of a _topological 
- . - ·-- .. 
. -~.-..-.=~=~=-=:o....~,.----..,,.._ ~, 
space leads naturally to the definition of a topological 
group. This thesis is a presentation of some of the basic 
properties and characteristics of topological groups, of 
subgroups of topological groups and of factor groups and 
homomorphisms on these. It concludes by showing· that 
ev·ery topological group is a uniform space and by examining 
some of the implications)Ptc.of this. 
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The concept of a group is basic in the study of algebra. 
Combining it with the idea of a topological space leads . 
-
naturally- to the definition of a topological group. This 
concept has been the object of study in recent years. Here 
we shall present some of the elementary properties of topo-
logical groups, of subgroups and of!homomorphisms. Finally 
we shall see that every topological -grottp is a uniform space 
and examjne some of the implications of this. 
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TOPOLOGICAL GROUPS 
We begin by introducing some notation and defining some 
terms which ~rill be used later. If G is a group under the 
.:: ................... -~ .. -···---~---~-~~,-,-----··-···-··· .. ·---~the ..... bina.ry operation -· , the pair ( o,_ ·) is called a group •. __ · 
:,,,, 
-
' When confusion will not arise, the g;r.-oup is denoted by G •.. 
When X is a space with a topology ::J , the pair (X, 0 ) is 
called a topological space. Here again, unless confusion 
will result, the notation is simplified and Xis called a 
topological space. 
A neighborhood of a point x is defined to be a set 
which contains an open set U such that x belongs to u •• A 
map f:X ~Y is defined to be a continuous function with domain 
X and range Y. 
Finally, let xy = x·y, XY = X·Y = [x•y: XE x, Y' E. Y} 
and x-1 = f x-1 : x E. x } • ~ 
The triple (G,, 0) is called a topological group if 
i. (G,·) is a group. 
ii. (G, ~) is a topological space. 
iii. T'he group operations are continuous in the topo-
• .. logical space. ,\ .. 
., 
This· third condition may be expressed in two equivalent ways. 
First, that ~ :GxG- G defined as ~ (x,y) = X•Y and ry :G .. G 
defined as 17Cx) = x-1 are both maps. Secondly that 
) :GxG ~G defined to be ) (x,y) = x·y-i is a map. These two 
statements are easily shown to be equivalent. 
Suppose, first, that ~ and Y] are maps. 
> 
"l, ... ,J. ' ' 
0 
Let X and YE Gl 
<;'--
·- ':..: ... - .; . ..:·· 
'r. 
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andlet W be a neighborhood of xy·1• Since ~ is a map, there 
are neighborhoods U of x and V of y-i such that ~ [ UxV 1 Cw. 
Y7_ a map implies that there is a neighborhood Vi of y such 
that YJ(V1] c v. Hence, ~ (uxv1 :::: UV cw and Y\_(V1.1 = 
_ v1-
1 CV and thus uv;1. C UV cw. But uv;1 = f[uxV.1.]. There-
fore, there are neighborhoods U and V1 of x and y such that 
~ [uxv 1 C w. Hence f is a map. 
Now suppose that f is a map. We wi~h to show that 
~-,. 
both 11_ and ~ are maps. Let x f. G and W be a neighborhood 
of x-1 • Now x-i = ex-1 , that is, ) (e,x) = x-i.. Since f 
is a map, there are neighborhoods. U of e and V of x such 
that ~ [ UxVl CW or uv-i C w. But e Eu implies··that 
v-1 c uv- 1 cw. So '1 [v1 = v-i cw and ri fs a map. 
Let x and y t=. G and let W be a neighborhood of xy. 
Now )(x,y-1) = y;y and ) is a map by assumption. So there 
are neighborhoods U of x and V of y-1 such that f [ UxVJ = 
uv-1.. cw. However, Y)_(y-1) = y and we just proved that ~ 
a map implies that Y1 is a map. Hence, there is a neighbor-
hood V1. of y such that 11[v1] = v;1 cv. This is equivalent 
to V~ C v-J.. since 'I_ is a map.\ Therefore we have neighbor-
hoods U of x and V 1 of y such that ~ [ UxV1_] = UV1. C uv-.1 CW 
and this proves that ~ is a map. . "' 
Therefore the two ways of stating.the de~inition of a 
topological group are equivalent. 
The associativity of multiplication and inverse of a 
product properties of elements of a group have parallels in 
------A----- - .. the properties or a topological group. Multiplication of 
subsets is also associative: if x, Y and Z ar_.~ subsets of G, 
,. 
I 
-1 
I, 
I 
.. 
-··:-"·':'--·-c-: 
.I 
-·-
.,., •..... 
; 
,,. 
then (X•Y)·Z = X·(Y•Z). For (X•Y)•Z = [:11 : X EX, y EY}•z 
=[(xy)z :xEX,yE.Y, z~Z}={x(yz) r xEX, yEY, zEZ} 
since G is a group. But (x(yz). 1 x 6 X, y E Y, z E. z} = 
X·fYz : y E Y, z ~ Z} = X •(Y • Z). There.fore (X·Y)· Z = X• (Y• Z). ·-·-· 
In a group, the inverse of a product is the product of the 
. 
-- inverses in reverse order; ·products of subsets of a topologi-
cal group have tlie same characteristic. Consider (XYfi = 
{(xyfi : X'/ E XY J = f<xyr1 : x f-. X, y ~ Y} = {y-i.x-1.. I 
x t:. X, y ~ Y}. This last equality holds because G is a gr,oup. 
Now {y-ix-i : x Ex, y ~ Y} = y-ix-i.. Therefore (XY)-i. = 
y-ix-.1. ~i' 
Now let us consider the inverse function 'l in a topo-
logical gr?up. '1. -~ is the identity function. Thus '0_-i= 
'fl. • But 11_ is a map and so 'f'l-i is a map. Hence f) is a 
homeomorphism. 
Let us de£ine right and left translations. For each 
a E G, L ~ (x) = ax and R 4lt. (x) = xa. We shall prove that 
L a.. (x) is a homeomorphism. The proo:f for, R 0- (x) is similar. 
-i L ~ L "--1 = I = L 4 -i L a_ • Thus ( L tt.) = L a... • Hence it is 
sufficient to show that La.. is a map., Now L 41. (x) = ax. 
, G is a topological group so ; is a map. Thus if W is a 
neighborhood of ax then there neighborhoods U of a and V 
of x such that ~ ( UxV 1 = UV c W. But av C UV C W. Therefore 
LIA-[v] = av CW and L .. <x) is a map. 
In view of these definitions,. given any two elements x 
-and y of a topological group there exists a topological iso-
morphism of the group with itself wlrlch carries x into· y. -···-···-.. --
., i• · I 
) 
6 
Far, let a= xy-1., then La.-(Y) = ay = (:x:y-1)y = x'ty-1y) = 
xe = x. 
Let U denote the neighborhood system of the identity, 
that is, U is the family of all neighborhoods of the iden-
tity. 
Lemma I: A necessary and sufficient condition that __ a subset 
. . . . 
A of G be open is that x-~A £~for each x ~A, or equiva-
lently, that A.x-i ~ f./(_ for each x ~ A. 
Proof of necessity: Suppose that A is open. Then L~-1[A1 = 
x-.1A is open also since Lx-i is a map. x ~ A implies that 
e = x -ix ~ x-1.A. Thus x-iA is a_ neighborhood of e and so 
x-i.A E U tor each x ~A.· 
Proof of sufficiency: Now let x -iA E:. U for each x E A. 
Then there is an open set B C x-1A such that e EB for each 
x r;.., A by definition of a neighborhood of the identity. So 
:x: E.L-xLB1CL-x[x-1A] = A for each :x: EA, But L,i:(B] is 
open because L x is a map. Therefore, for each x E. A, there 
is an open set L x..lB 1 CA which contains x. By definition, 
then, A ·1s open. Consequently, we l1ave a test for opennes_s 
of a set which depends entirely on U , the neighborhood : 
system of the identity. 
• V, GivenAan open set and X an arbitrary subset of the 
topological group then UX and XU are·open sets. For XU= 
U f xU : x ~ X J. But xU = L-,, l U 1 is open because L 1' is a 
----- ,I 
{I 
,. 
---- ·. ~- -·- -homeomorphism. XU is the union of open sets and is, therefore, 
.-~ open. A similar argument shows that UX is also open. 
One might expect a parallel statement to be made about 
closed sets. However, such is not the case. In fact, -given 
I 
""· 
, ' , • •• • I :9"?~, '.".,:~ -·,-(, ,r, .. ,_.· ~.~:"~"''::°,~ .. ~} .. :,; ~'.~ ~.[,.,> r ,'I; _.i·,.,;,:~1:::iJ;.:.,~~J;,". :,:.:: :·:i '~ ·; ~;·- · ,.-~~ .... ~,; .. ~- '·: 
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7 
two closed subsets X and Y, XY may fail to be closed. 
This is the case when X = Y = f (x,y) : y = 1/x 2 J. G is 
-the Euclidean plane and X+Y is not closed in G. However, 
· with the added restriction that one of the sets be cpmpact 
we have the desired result, namely, if X is closed and Y is 
-· . . 
------ -
compact, then X·Y is closed. For let z be an accumulation 
point of X·Y. Then there is a net Sin X·Y ~{z1 which 
converges to z. Now for each z, £ s, there is a xi E. X 
and a y, E Y such that zi = x, • Yi • The set of y;_ forms 
a net S .1 • But Y compact implies that S.1 has a convergent 
subnet s~ which converges to some point of Y, say y. Now 
' 
let the elements of Sa be denoted by y•l E S~ Let x = zy-i. 
Then x*z = z L y•,-i is a net, z;, • z and Y~--i ~ y-i and so 
-i. x•i _...x = ey • Hence xis an accumulation point of X. 
But Xis closed, hence x eX. Therefore z = X·Y~X·Y 
and so X·Y is closed. ~ 
Lemma II: A = n LUA : u ~ °LL } . 
Proof: Before proving the lemma, we note that x EUA if 
and only if (u-1x)n A ~ ~. Let x E UA. Then x = ua ·ror 
some u G. U and some a €. A. Hence, u-ix = a and (U-1 x) n A ~ ,. 
Now let u-i.x n A ¢ ~. Then u-ix = a for some u-1 ~ U -i and 
some a t: A, so x = ua for some u E. U and a t=: A. Therefore 
' 
x E= UA and we have the desired resul~. x IE. UA if and only 
if (U-1 x) /\A # 0. . 
We use this fact to show that i C ("'\ luA : U E 6U J • 
Let x £ i, U E.. U. Now u-1x :ts a neighborhood of x and 
so u-ix ,)A # fa for each U E. U. By thepreceeding note, 
'.".i,:~.. . ·,· .. 
.. 
\ 
' - . 
·--~·. ·-----· . . . --- -·--' -. ..  -. . -. -- ....... ···:.. . ..... ··--·--·· ···- .. ·. . .( . .. L 
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8 
x E: UA for each U E U • Hence x ~ fl { UA z U E U J ~ 
Therefore AC n{uA : u E u J. 
Before showing that A ::> n [uA : u t. u}' note that 
if Vis a neighborhood of x then there is an open set VL 
h 1th t C i . -i -i sue a x E. V 1 V •. This _1.mplies that x- E Vi. CV 
---···- .... - -. ·-·-----~. -- .... , --·--· -~·-;-=-=-, . ..• --- -·· -· --· .. - '--· -- .... -
' 
because 1_ · is a map. L.-x a map gives e ·'= xv1-ic.~xv-1 
and xvt1 is open. Let U = xv-1 • u-.1 = vx-1 and u-1x = 
vx-ix = v. Therefore, given any neighborhood V of x, there 
is a neighborhood U of e such that u-ix CV. 
Let x ~ n (uA : U ~ °l,L} • Then x ~ UA for all U E. U. 
Therefore (u-1x)nA # ~. Now consider any neighborhood 
V of x. According to the previous note, there is a U € U 
such that u-1x CV. (u-ix) n A -/. 0 implies that V n A '¢ ~ 
-where V is any neighborhood of x. Therefore x ~ A. Thus 
n[uA : u E. ~ Jc A. The proof that A= n[uA : u EV.} 
is complete. 
.J.. .. 
The family U of all. neighborhoods of the identity 
e of a topological group has the following properties: 
' 
i. 
ii. 
iii. 
• iv. 
If U and V ~ U then Un V E V- . 
If U f;; U and UC V then V G. U. 
If U £ U then there is a V E U such that vv-ic_ U. 
For each U ~ U and each x '= G, xux-.i ~ U . 
The proofs for each of these are clear; they consist 
essentially in restating the definition of a neighborhood 
and constru~ting new neighborhoods from the ones given. 
Proof of i: Let U and V G.. U. Then there are open 
sets Uo .and Va such that e G:. U. C u, e ~Va CV. So 
' 
' 
9 
e G:. Uo (I V0 C Un V and Uo n V0 is open because it is 
the intersection of two open sets. Therefore Un V E U • 
Proof of ii: Let U E V- and U CV. Then there is 
an open set U ~ such that e ~ U0 C. U. Therefore e ~ Uo C V 
ahd -SO V E. 't_j_ • 
-.. --·- -·- - . --····-··- ··~·---·-·---. ---·------·-------------- -- -- ------- -- --- -__ ,_:_. ________ . ____________ -·Proo:f of iii: . ---- . . . --- J. . . . -- - --Let 1:i E 4U. Now e = -ee-1 G:: u. 
--h-c-----------------------·---------------:s-ecauve G is a topological group 
' '•: 
, .. These two facts imply· that there exist neighborhoods v1 
·?• 
-i . 
· an~ Va o:f e such that \[vi xv,] = Vi V2 cu. Let 
-i. -1 -i -i 
-V = Vi ,) V 2. • Then V C. V 1. and V = V!J. n Vz. ~ V ~ • 
Therefore vv-1 CV .1 V ;i. CU and so there is a VI=.. U such 
that vv-i. Cu. 
J 
Proof of iv: Let U ~ U and x l=.. G. Then there exists 
an open set V such that e ~ V CU. But xV is an open set 
because L -x is a homeomorphism and xvx-1 is an open set 
because R x. -i is a homeomorphism. Hence e 6 xVx -i. c_ xUx -i.. 
Therefore xUx -i ~ V. 
The proof that the family of all neighborhoods of the 
/ identity has the four properties stated above is complete. 
Lemma III: In a given group (G,·), if there exists a 
non-void family of non-void subsets ~or which these four 
properties hold, then there is a unique topology J for 
G such that (1.) (G, ·, ~ ) is a topological group and 
(2.) the given family is the neighborhood system of the 
identity. 
·-Proof: Let "US suppose the existence· of a non-void family 
of non-void subsets satisfying the above properties and 
.t 
·• 
.. ··-·········----- ----·--~ -······--- ·-····--·-· 
-- . . ..... ~- - . ·~, -· ., .. 
\ 
10 
denote this fami!hy by U. In addition, let J = [u : 
u C. G, x E u ~ x-iu E "t..,L}. 
First, we sgow tht1,t -:::1 is a topology. Clearly, 
f' and G E 0 . Let a_. C J be any subcollection of 
·~ 
·-·-·-··---·-·--···--·---'-...::.:·--··-· ----·-·--·--·· ---~-'#t~, U a = W. ..x.6 W implies that there i.s a U.E a_ -- ---·-···-··-- ,·-··--··-'··~--- --------·- -
., 
. ,_; 
, 
I? • 
' 
\\ 1 
such that xeUC.W. But x-iu EU and x-1ucx-.l.W 
because L x-i is a map. Bt property ii,._ x-1w E U. 
Hence W t. .::f and U {)::~ ~ • There.fore the union of 
members of J is a member of 0 . Now let us suppose 
that ~ C J is a finite non-empty collection of sets 
belonging to J . Let n a = w. X ~ w implies that 
/ 
X £ U for all U € (2, . The ref ore x-iu €.. U for e_ich 
u E C2 . This is equivalent to n tx-1u : u E. £d} E 
~ • Bttt fl[x-iu : U E:. 031 = x-i( (\ .G3 ) • So 
X -i( n _G3 ) E U and n ~ E.. .:J • Hence the inter-
section of a finite number of members of J is a member 
of 0. Therefore J is a topology. 
Secondly, we prove that~ is the neighborhood system 
of the identity. To do this we show that (1.) each 
member of U is a neighborhood at. the identity and, ( 2.) 
, U contains all neighborhoods of the identity • 
··--.-.... · .. -
(1.) Let U t: U. Consider V = {x : x E. u, x-1u e.U J 
Then Vis an open set by definition of 0 and belongs 
to 0 and e E. V c U. Therefore U is a neighborhood of 
. "' 
the identity. 
e. (2.) Now suppose that V~is a neighborhood of 
Then, by definition,_ there is an open set U such that 
.... 
•••w•••" •··••-·•···-·-•·-·--_,.--.,._.....,-~-.,..._,....,~,.,-•-·-·•• ~,,,-,•·" / ~•7,••·•0 • 
:\ 
.., . 
) 
··'" 
--:':-:-·~· -,;~ -- ':-······ . - . -
II 
1l [ 
:1 
I 
I 
) 
. .I 
J 
,. 
11 
e ~UC V, that is, U 
€ ~ • From the definition of ~ 
we have that U = e-1u G U • By property ii, V tE ~ • 
There~ore U contains all neighborhoods of the identity. 
The proof that U is the neighborhood system of the identity 
is thus complete. 
Third, we wish to s~ow that (G,-, 'J") is a topological 
group. We have proved that (G, '\J) is a topological space; 
that (G,·) is a group was given. It is sufficient to show 
that ~ :GxG --G defined to be ) (x,y) = xy-.i. is· continuous. 
Let x and y ~ G and let W be a neighborhood of xy-i. Then 
yx-1w ~ V- . By property iii, there is a set V 1 ~ ~ 
-i i -1 such that W1 C yx W., This is equivalent to xy- Vi Vi Cw. 
Write xy-1 v1. v;i = :x:(y-1V1. y)(y-iv;1 ) and let U1 = :x:(y-1 V1 y), 
\~' 
. a-i -i U l = y V1. • Therefore there exist two open neighborhoods 
J U d U / U y-l .,,.- U ':) h th t U U C W d 1 an 2. , x t=. 1 , c:=:. ~ sue a 1 i. an -so 
) is continuous. 
Finally, we remark that the uniqueness of ::f is a 
trivial matter since there is a.test for openness which 
depends entirely on U , namely A is open if and only if 
x-1A E U for each x ~ A, as shown previously. 
As a result of this lemma, given a group and a topology, 
it is necessary only to check that the set of topological 
neighborhoods of the identity satisfies the four conditions-
to establish that they determine a topological group. 
For example, every group, with the discrete topology 
or with the indiscrete topology, 19' a topological group • 
.:::J = tA: AC o}. ,, The discrete topology is defined as 
,•'•",!' 
,\ 
I~. 
·1, 
' 
" 
I 
. ' 
JI\, 
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Clearly 'tL = [A I e ~ A, AC G}. Checking to· see that 
,;· 
satisfies 1 - iv: 
i. If U and V ~ U then e 
€
 U, e 6. V and U c G, 
V CG. Obviously, e ~ U l'IV and ·since 0 is a 
topology U (l V ~ :I _and hence to G. Therefore 
.. ---- .... u.n.v E. U. 
/ . 
11~ ·1r u ~ U and Uc V then e ~ V CG and hence ~ ,,, 
v~~. 
iii. If u E.. U , let v = { e 1, then vv-ic u. 
iv. For each U t:= U and each x E G, xux-.i ~ <A-
"'" because e ~ U. 
Hence the conditions of the lemma are satisfied and so every 
~ group with the discrete topology is a topological group. 
The indiscrete topology is defined as ~ = lG,gj 1 • · The 
neighborhood system consists of a single set -- U = l G 1. 
It is clear that all conditions are satisfied. Therefore, 
every group with the indiscrete topology is a topological -\ 
group. 
Now consider the real numbers with the usual topology 
under the operation +. The neighborhoods of the identity ~ ~ 
are given by U = f A : A contains an open interval 
containing O}. , 
·1. If U and V ~ U , then there are numbers 
~~ such that (- h1 , $;1 ) CU and (- cS,, 
Let ~ = min( b1 , ~z.)• Thea (- S-, o 
and U t'l V E= U . 
Fi and 
~2_)CV. 
)cunv 
11. If U if CZ)_ and UC V, then there is a ~ such that. 
·-·--.. ...-.·--·-- ~------------,.._.......,. ........... -_i- _..,.- ',· ,-y.:-i -' -"_· ... , ,--.... ~·-.---·"T"'"-~.· ,.-··-~··-······· 
I I, 
.. 
'. .. ·~·"·--··1··~"'""~ ..... ,.\,,,,._,,_,.,: .. ·, ... ~.,,..,___-.... ~ ....... ., -- ....... ,.,.. -···., - •'•.- .,.~ ... -.. , ,_ ....... ~.- .. - ... ,.~.,. . ., . ...,.,·-··· ·, ,_, '. -- __ .,, ······ . 
t ' • 
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( - ~ 1 , b ) C U C V and so V E U • 
111. If U t:.. cu_ then there is a number such that 
(- ~; 8 )c.:u. Let v = (- b/2, ~ /2). 
-i . -i. ( c- ~ ) V = -V = V. VV = V+V = - o , o CU. 
Therefor.a there exists a V 6 U such that 
.J. w- 1 c_ u. 
. .' ·- -,,. -·· ~- ... : _-,., .. . . '. . 
-- iv-.--. · Let U E. U and x ~ G. x ~i = -x. Hence xux-i = 
I. ' 
x+U+(-x) = u. - Thus xux- 1 £ t-L. 
Since the conditions of the theorem are satisfied, the real 
numbers with the usual topology under the operation+ form 
a topological group. 
The real numbers minus O with the same topology under 
the operation form a topological group also. The neigh-
borhoods of the identity are U = ~ : A contains an open 
interval containing 1 } • 
• 1. 
ii. 
If U and V EU, then there are numbers Si and 
" 
. S-~ such that ( 1- Si , 1+ g-.() C U and ( 1- 6.?., 1+ 6l_) 
CV. Let ~ = min( bi, ~i!.). Then 
( 1- S , 1+ ~ ) C U n V and Un V E ~. 
If U E. U ana U c V, then there is a ~ such that 
( 1- ~ , 1+ b ) CU CV and so V £ U. 
iii. If U ~ 1L then th~re exists a number b - such that· 
~ 
(1- & ,1+ S )CU. Let V = (1- ~ /2, 1+ b/2). 
Thus v-i = (1/(1+ b /2), 1/(1- ~ /2)). vv-i = 
L ( (1- b/2)/(1+ S/2), (1+ S /2)/(1- b/2) ). 
vy-ic u, therefore there exists a VE~ ,,,such 
that vv-ic u. 
:--, 
. ~ . ' 
.. 
iv.· Let U E- U and x E G. xUx -.i = xU( 1 /x) ·, = U. 
J. 
Therefore xUx -.1 ~ U. 
And so the reals minus O under· form a topological group. 
Let Go( be a topological group for each o( EA and let 
uis turn our, attention to the Cartesian product of a topo-
. TT l logical group, f G ~ : e>( ~ A f = G. A point of the 
product is of the form x = (x 0- ,x..& , ••• ) where x a... E G ~, 
X,..1, ~ G), , ••• a,,.l,, ... 6 A. We define the operation to be 
x·y = (x a.· ya- ,xA • Y.A-, ••• ). But each x°' • y o1. E G~ because 
Go< is a group. Therefore x·y._<= G and we have (1.) G is 
closed under multiplication. (2.) The ~µltiplication is-
~-
al so associative since each Go< is a group. (3.) A unique 
identity element exists; it is of the form e = (ea. ,e.J , •• ~) 
a., h ... ~ A where e o< is the identity element of Go<. 
(4.) The inverse of x = (x a..,xg, .•• ) is (ya- ,Y .1, , ••• ) 
where y oe is the inverse of x ~ in G o1. The postulates 
for a group are satisfieci and so / / [ G c,( : ~ t'S A} is 
' .-
a group under the given operation. 
The basis sets of the product topology are sets of the 
form "TT A U..i such that U ~ is open for each ci EA, 
U °' C G °' for each ot E A and U a< = G c;,( for almost all 
-1 ~ A N i ( -i -i ) Gi W • hb '---1 t:::=. • ow xy- = x:y a- , x:y ..,,__ , • • • • ven o< a neig or~ 
J 
hood of xy ;i there are neighborhoods Uc( of xo< and Vo< 
-i of y ,p( such that U ~ V ~ C W of because G.o( is a,· topological 
group. 
of :x:y- -i. 
Define W = / / (W o( : C>( E A). W is a neighborhood 
Let U = "TtctJ..,, : o{ t= A) and V = ~ / / (V c,,( : 
J ~ E A). U is a neighborhood of x, V is a neighborhood of y· • 
... 
-·~-·- --·----··,_..., ___ ,.,._., .. ~ -··-······- ·-- ·-·----~--~-;--,-~,..-~~ll>;,)~fl'f~~~"'~;j!o,I.~~"·-·--.-~~~· -··-·:·-- ···:. ~. 
' ...... 
-~-~- ---·, ... 
:.t ·, ·.~· 
•. '": •• , .• ,:·.-.·: o-, .. , •• ,. 
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Furthermore uv-1c w. Therefore ~ (x,y) = :xy--i is 
continuous. Consequently Tfl_G o< : 0/E A1 with the' 
product topology is a topological group. 
The projection rf' into each coordinate space is 
···· ·ct,ntinuous and open. Recall that arbitrary unio~s of 
basis sets of the topology are the open sets of the topology. 
Now let U ~ C Ge, be open. rr ,;1 (Ur:, ) == / / AV"" where 
V Of = G o< for 0( # f3 and V..,,, = U <>< for o< = (3 • Thus 
< 
'1T ~1 (U 10 ) is a basis set for the topology of TfA (G°') 
and is consequently open. Therefore, '7T13 is continuous. 
Let w C , / A Go( be open and let X f! E n (!, (W). 
Let y E W be such that ,r f.3 (y) _35 x 8 • Since W is open 
in ,TA Ge,( ' there is a basis set -rrA u o( such that 
y '== ITA u Cw. Hence rr /J . (y) E Ti'~ ( 7TA Uc,() C. '0, (W). 
But 11'/.3 ( ff A U-1 ) = U ,8. So x 13 t U ~ C ,i'/J (W). 
Therefore for each point x ~ G ,T 13 (W) 
V ¥13 such that X ~ 6 V ~ r., C 1T' r., (W) • 
U{ Vy13 : xf3. E 1T ~ (W)} C: ~(W). 
LJ l_ V ¥ /l : x 13 ~ II~ (W) } and ,r~ (W) 
there is an open set 
But ,r f3 (W) C 
Therefore 17'/J (W) = 
is open. 
Another result which can be of use in further study 
of topological groups is that whenever G is a T O -space it 
is a HausdOrff space. Let us first recall the meaning of 
these two terms. A space is T O if given x ~ y there is a 
,neighborhood of x which does not contain y or if there is a 
neighborhood of y which does not contain x. A space is 
Hausdorff if and only if there are disjoint neighborhoods 
of x and y w:henever x ¢ y. 
<• 
' " 
- . ·:,.·.-- . ....,. '·••'"l.. • .. 
,. 
' 
-.. -~ ---~- ' --~ ... _- ,' ' .~ ... :~~.~'.~-! ~ &:t~.:-: ~.: _··,:"_ .. ~·- ~ 
;·.,.,r,';,i • · · .. ·o:·o·,, , . .,..; · ,_,._ ... :ts'-·~•·-. -•· _, . · . 
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Suppose that U E:. U such that x f Uy. Then xy--i <=f.u. 
Now there is a V €
 U such that vv-1c u. These- two racts. 
imply that Vx nvy = ~. Since V €. U, ~ € Vx and y € Vy. 
Therefore the space is Hausdorff. 
····-·- .. - ---- -- . ' - . t· ·- ··- ··--··---··-··- ...... - . 
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SUBGROUPS 
Many groups are contained in larger groups, for· example, 
the group of even integers under addition is part of the 
--- --·-··-·~·-··---·-·----. ---------·---- . 
,,, . _ ... group of all integers under addition. Such observations. ·- ·• •-• •· .,, ,, . ; . •".'. ..... .·,;,\, r;' .. ,;;.. .• , .. ,, .• , •. :~""""",..;.,.,.,..., . ...,. 
-- -- - --- - --- ---
- - ------ ---- --------------
.. 
'.... . . . .. -- ... --~~-'"·:·~-=' .·. -· have led naturally to the 'concept of. a subgroup of a given n 
group. A subgroup is a subset Sofa group (G,·) which is 
,_ ti 
' itself a group with respect to the binary operation • • A 
necessary and sufficient condition that a non~void subset 
S of a group G be a subgroup is that a and b £ S implies 
that a·b ES and that a ES implies that a-.:L 
€
 s. Subgroups 
have many interesting properties. Here we ~hall extend a 
few of them to topological groups and subgroups. 
A subset H CG is a subgroup of the topological group 
( G, • , ZJ ) if : 
1. His a subgroup of (G,). 
ii. H is a closed subset of ( G, J ) • 
We obs_~rve, first of all, that a subgroup H of a topological \ 
group G is, with the relative topology, a topological group. 
To prove this it is sufficient to show that the gro~p 
operations in Hare continuous in the topological space H 
because all the other conditions are satisfied by definition. 
SUppose that x and y ~ H, ~ (x,y) = xy-i and that W.1.. is 
a neighborhood of xy--1 i.n H. Let W be a neighborhood of xy--1 
in· G such that W 1. can be obtaine,d as the intersection of W 
with H,. that is, W i = W n H. Since G is a topological group, 
. i there are neighborhoods U of x and V of y such that UV - C W. 
D 
.. 
--------------------.. ii-: ----------------
.\ 
.... 
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er-. 
Let U i = U n H and V 1 = V n H. Then Jr :1. and V 1 are rela-
tive neighborhoods of x ·and y in H. Also, uJ._v1- 1c uv-i C w 
-i 
and U~,V1 C H. Thus ui. V1 c Wi. Therefore there are rieigh-
. borhoods U l of x and Vi of y such that )\ u1 xV1 J c W ~ ., 
8.Ild so ~ is continuous. 
- ------------------------------ - - - ------ - --- --------- - . . . -- ------ ··- - ··- - -· - . ··- .. ··----·-- ·----- .. --- ··-·----······-·--·-···· -· ·-·--- ------ - ------ -- - - --------------- -- --------·----
If A and B are subsets of G and ( G, ·, 'J ) is a topologi-
- - -
., .. -·- .. -~~-eal·group, -then A·B CAB. -For suppose that x EA and y ~ B, 
then x-y ~ A·B~ Consider W a neighborhood of xy. ~ (x,y) = 
x:y, a map in the topological group, implies that there are 
neighbo.rhoods U of x and V of y such that UV C-W. Since 
X €. A and y E.: B, u n A # ~ and V n B 'I- {;1. Therefore there 
are elements x 1 and y 1 such that xi~ u, x 1 EA and y1 E V 
and y1 EB. But x1 y1 f=- UV and x 1yi t= AB. Thus UV f\ AB # ,. 
-Therefore xy t=. AB and we have the desired result, namely, 
A·B CAB. 
As a consequence, the closure of a subgroup of a group 
is a subgroup of the topological group, i.e., Sa subgroup 
-
o:f ( G, ·) implies that S is a subgroup of ( G, · , J' ) • For 
- -Sis a subgroup of (G,), Sis closed in the space G and 
" - - -from the above result we have that S · S C SS = s. Similarly, 
-
- .i -i - -
s- = S = s. Therefore S is a subgroup of ( G, ·, ::f ) • 
-Furthermore, if N is a normal subgroup, then N is also 
normal. For it is clear that x-1 Nx C x-iNx = N and so N is 
J 
normal. 
Lemma IV: A subgroup H is closed if and only if there. is an 
-open set U such that U fl H = u n H # ~. 
Proof: The necessity is clear. 
-
-····- ' .-
.._ 
• > ,. • •--~, .. -~._,.., •. <e•--- ... -..--,. .... ._..,...... __ _..,.._.,_,,,_ -w-,~ -•·-•·-___..-... ~ -~----
-~-·--·-••• -• • -• ~~r•-·• - - • • 
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-To·· prove the sufficiency of the cond.1 tion, let a~ H, 
c IE.. U n H and V be a neighborhood of e such that cV C U. 
Since a t- H, there is a b 
€
 H such that ba-i EV. Now 
cba-i E cV c. U. But c, b, a-~~ H, so cba-i EU nii = 
. •"' .. , . ' .. . ,._. ,. ~-. . 
unH. . I. .. Therefore cba-'.l f=- H. cb ~ H impli~~ _that _a_~ H_ •... -------------------------··-c~-,----------------- ·- - - ····--·-··-----. ··------··-·· ·--·-· -- ·----·-···· - ---·· ·- ,-·-········- - -··· ------- - .•.. 
Therefore a £H implies that a EH and so His closed. 
As a corollary, we have that a subgroup His either 
-
-closed or H-H is dense in H. Assume that His not closed. 
-By Lemma IV H not closed implies that Un H = Ur. H = ¢ 
-
-or U n H = Un H for any open set u. SUppose that x e H. 
If U is an open set such that x e:- U, then Un H 'f. ~. Hence 
-
-by Lemma IV, U r, H ¢ U n H. Therefore there is a y ~ H 
. 
,such that y E u n H, y ¢. u n H. Thus y (eE (H-H) nu # ~-
ll, 
- ..... -
......_. So x (=_ (H-H) and H C (H-H). Now assume that x E (H-H) 
-and x E U where U is an operi set. Then (H-H) n U -! 0'. 
-There~ore there exists a y such that y ~ U and y 
€. (H-H), 
-
-that is, y EH and y ¢. H. Thus H nu ~ ~ and so x E H 
-/and (H-H) CH. And so the proof is complete. 
Lemma V: A subgroup is open if and only if it has an interior 
point. 
Proof: The proof is immediate because if H has an interior 
point then by translation every point is interior. 
Lemma VI: Every open subgroup is closed. 
Proof: This is a direct result of Lemma IV because given H 
-an open subgroup, H n H = H n H '# /l}o Therefore H is closed. 
Lemmas V and VI together imply that every subgroup with 
. non-void interior is both open and closed. An immediate 
•., '.;. 
,I, 
• . , . 
. ------··-- , ______ ..... 
,.. 
0 
-··-···-----····--"·~--~-
_-c---.• - ··- -- . 
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result is that the smallest subgroup which contains a fixed 
open subset of a topological group is both open and closed. 
This is obvious since a fixed open subset of a topological 
group contains an interior point. 
. ....... _ ....... --··"· ·-
The component, M, of a point is the ma::xima:1·- ct,·n:nect·ed __________________________________  
-··· ..... ···--····--. --· - - ··-· ··--· ----- -- --·- - . . 
--·--··---- ·----·----- -
-subset to which the point belongs. Now the closure M of a 
connected set is connected and M CM. But Mis the maximal 
-connected set, thus M = M, that is, in any topological 
space the component of a poin~is closed. 
Lemma VII1 If N is the component ·of the identity e in the 
topological group G, then N is a normal subgroup. 
Proof: Let a and b be two elements of N. Since N is con-
nected, aN-i is also connected. Moreover aN-i contains e. 
Hence aN-i C N and ab-i ~ N. Therefore N is a subgroup or 
(G,·). N is closed because any component of a point is 
closed. Thus N is a subgroup of ( G, ·, J ) . If x E G, \ 
x-~Nx is a connected set containing e and so x-1 Nx CN. 
Therefore N is normal and the proof is complete. 
The next property which is of interest to us here is 
that a discrete normal subgroup with the relative topology ~ 
of a connected topological group is a subset of the center. 
Let N be such a group. Then, sin..qe N is discrete, for each 
a ~N there is a neighborhood V which contains no element of 
J. the group N except the element a itself. Now e-1·ae = a, 
thus there is a neighborhood U of e such that u-1aucv. 
Let u f=. u. Then u-i au EV. But N normal implies that 
u-iau ~ N. Therefore u-i.au = a. 
.(;: .. 
.• • 
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According to Pontrjagin, 1 a connected topological 
group G is generated by an arbitrary neighborhood U of the 
identity. This means that every element of G can be repre-
sented as the finite product of elements belonging to u. 
Let x E.G. Then x = u1uz..• •• un. where u c: €=". .u, i = 1,2, ••• n. _. 
Since. a commutes with every element u i. , a must commute 
with x, i.e., x-iax = a. Therefore N..C z, the center of G. 
·.\ .. 
. ,j 
1)· 
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FACTOR· GROUPS AND HOMOMORPHISMS 
Given a subgroup H of a group G, the set aH of all left 
multiples of the elements h ~ H by a fixed element a E G is 
. called a left coset of H. A right coset consists of all 
right multiples. G/H is the famil-y .. ·of· ·all left co sets of 
H. The quotient topology of G/H or a topological space is 
the finest topology for which the canonical map from 
G i)G/H is continuous. The set G/H given this topology is 
called the quotient space of G by H. 
,• 
The projection f:G ~ G/H, often called the natural 
homomorphism, is defined as f (x) = X where X is the cos et 
of H which contains x. 
Lemma vrr·1: The natural homomorphism f:G )G/H is open and 
continuous. 
Proof I Let a E G and A = aH. Then f(a) = A. Let U i be 
-··-···----~--····-----~-·----- - - -----. •··-··-•··· 
< some neighborhood of the element A of G/H. Then U 1 is com-
posed of all cosets of the form xH where x ~ U and U is 
a neighborhood of a E G. UH is an open set in G containing 
a because translations are continuous. Therefore, there is 
a neighborhood V of a which is contained in UH. It follows 
that f(V) CU i and so f is continuous. 
Now let a 
€
 G and A = aH = f(a). Also let U be some 
neighborhood of a. U .i = { xH : x t U} is a neighborhood 
of A. f(U) = U t • Therefore U i C f(U) and so f is open. 
And the proof of the lemma is complete. 
O' 
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Lemma IX: If we consider the case where His a normal .' 
.subgroup then G/H is called the factor group. In this case, 
G/H with the quotient topology is a topological group and 
· the projection is a continuous open homomorphism. 
Proof: The multiplication is defined as follows: let A 
- - - ··-·-·· , '. . ... . -. ' - . ' -
------- -- ---- --- ______ ..:. __ ....... ____ --- -- - - --
( 
and B be two cosets of H; A = aH, B = bH. AB = aHbH = 
abHH = abH. Under this operation the set of cosets· G/H 
is a group. Closure is clear because by definition AB ~· abH 
is a coset of H. Associativity follows from the associativity 
in G. The identity element of G/H is H, for if aH is a 
coset then (aH)H = aH. The inverse of aH is a H because 
aija H = aa HH = eHH = eH = H. Therefore G/H is a group. 1 
Let us define U to be the complete system of neighbor-
hoods of the space G and let U E 4_A_ and let U 1 = f xH : 
X E. U} • Then Ui = lu t : U ~ °/A_} is the system Of 
neighborhoods of the space G/H. Under this definition, 
G/H is a topological space. 
Jff)W let A and B E G/H, C = A-1B and W 1 be a neighborhood 
oi- c. W ! is composed of cosets of the form zH where z 
€. W 
and W is a neighborhood in G. Since C C W 1 , there is a 
c EW such that C = cH. Let a be an arbitrary element of 
A am.d b = ac. Then b E. B. Since the group operations are 
continuous in G, there are neighborhoods U and V of a and 
b such that u-iv cw. Let u 1. = lxH : x {;. u} and v 1 = 
fyH: y tvJ. u1 is a neighborhood of A9 v1 is a neigh-
borhood of B. (xHr 1 (yH) = H-ix-iyH = x-iyH-iH = x-1yH C Wi• 
Therefore U{1 V 1 C W i and the group operations are continuous. 
.... 
':· 
q 
0 
... '-· ·-·--·--~ ~-----·---·-- -·-·---------·-··· 
We have shown that· G/H is a group, G/H is a topological 
space and that the group operations are continuous. Thus 
G/H is a topological group. 
The projection is continuous and open when His a 
normal subgroup because, as we have shown, it is continuous 
and open for Ha subgroup. Finally we see that f(ab) = abH = 
abHH = aHbH = f(a)f(b) and so f is a homomorphism. The 
proof of Lemma IX is thus complete. 
Lemma X: Let f be a homomorphism of the topological group 
G into another topological group H. f'ii-s continuous if 
and only if the inverse of a neighborhood of the identity 
element of His a neighborhood of the id@ntity of G. 
Proof: The necessity is a result of the definition of 
\ continuity. To prove sufficiency, assume that for every 
neighborhood U* of e* E. H there is a neighborhood U of e E G 
such that r-1(U*] Cu. Let a ~ G, f(a) = a*, a = r-1 (a*) 
I. 
and let U 1 be a neighborhood of a*. Then a*-1 Ui is a 
neighborhood of e*. By assumption there is a neighborhood 
U ~ of e such that r-i[ a*-1U11 C U ~ • But U = au 2 is a 
neighborhood of a. r-1lu1.) = r-\a*)f -i(a*-iui] c aa-iu = 
u. Therefore f is continuous and hence Lemma X. 
Now suppos~ that f is a continuous homomorphism of the 
topological gro11,p G into the topological group J and K is 
the kernel of f. Let ¢ : G • G/K be the natural homomor-
phism. Let us define u:G/K +J to be u(X) = f(x). u is 
~ 
well defined since if X = Y, xK = yK, xy -i l=. K and so 
f(xy-1) = e. Hence f(x) = f(y). We have f = u • ¢ and 
td. ~--."<"' :-~· .a;,-.:,.1 •:!.1,\\.r,::-;~~i);~•~~~-in~~;l~j,'f~·:,,...,""_:~n,,o" "'l'-'";.,~~•1Vu!1•'<J"'~" W,.,>,•·n,,.._ ~" ... T'-"';"·,_.:_.,_.,ff1>~,,::.,~,--., ,'.•\~.,-·,.,., . .._.,, • ..,,.,,., .• ,,.,-~-~-•·.. _ • _., -·· ,--,"--•••-·· u~,,,~;..,,_..,.., ,:.,. ''-"""'' O~; .. ~. ,:--:,, ...... .....-.,,__..:,.~•J,,\,t ....... t-ll""W,',~-1,~·l't<!',,t,ri,f•-11}~ .. ',V ..i~y~, ~!-t-...!hl~~J-Tdl:fiJ-,-;·,,_-,~:-,J< r-,.-,,: ·"1'•~'-'1 V.' · ' '' -,.-,,\l---r ,;-•:I.'< ·,>Jr"i"I -,.-.,J1•':#"''°' .... 'l-MJ!.-.'V,. ... __ .,,,.;,::.....-,1-1~.•·,"'J,,_-~,WH";l.''-,i;,hl,.'jq'<i'°"':~r..i!,!.-.i-•IC•+'i.s.,1';,.._...,->l•"" 'f/flU,'"""'-., .. ,--_..,,,,_,~\, ..._,-,-~, -, . ._,,_,.,..,,-L• ,,. , ,.,,., .. , ,,.,.,., •·-«,><·• •• ,,,..., . - ,, ·-·-·-• , • ~-.... - ., ,__. · ,. --·•., 
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<p is continuous, open and onto while u is continuous and 
one-to-one. Thu·s we see that f may be factored into two 
''nicer" f'wlctions. 
.. 
Furthermore, if f is open and onto then u defined as 
r 
···---···----··-· .. ·-·--·---~beve is an isomorphism and hen the following lemma is_..clear •. -.:~~~=---··-· 
'"'le~. 
Lemma ·XI8 If f is a continuous open homomorphism of G onto 
J, then J is topologically isomorphi~ to G/K. 
.·~ 
~---
··.•:,•·· 
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UNIFORM SPACES 
The notion of a ,mif orm space was introduced by Weil 2 
to aid in studying several properties of metric spaces 
which -are not topological invariant_s. We. shall show, 
presently, that every topological group is a uniform space; 
we begin with a definition of a uniform space i~ the manner 
of Kelley and then proceed to a study of some of its basic 
properties. 
Let us introduce some notation to be used in the 
I. 
discussion. The concepts to be studied are concerned with 
subsets of the cartesian product XxX of a subset with itself. 
A set U is a collection or ordered pairs; U -.l is the set of -
all pairs (x,y) such that (y,x) Eu. U is called symmetric 
if U = u-1 • The set of all pairs (x,x) for x E.X is called 
the 1denti ty or the diagonal and is denoted by 6 (X) or 
simply 6. If A C X, then u[A] = lY : there is as x EA 
such that (x,y) ~ u}. If x ~ x, u[x] = u ( [x }-1. Finally 
we prove a simple lemma 'Which will be used later. 
Lemma XII: If V is symmetric, then V · U • V = U l V[x]xV[y] 
(x,y) t: U}. 
Proof: V • U • V is defined to be ~ (u, v) : there- are x and 
y such that (u,x) E V, (x,y) E. U and (y, v) ~ V } • Now V is 
symmetric by assumption, hence V · U · V = f (u,v) ; u f=- Vbc], 
v t v[y] for some (x,y) {;: u J. But u 6 v[x 1 and v E V[y J 
if and only if (u,v) r;;_ V[x]xV[yJ. Therefore V • U • V = 
U l v(x)xV(y] : (x,y) EU and the proof is complete. 
" 
··-··-· ---·•--·· .. --,-,. --,-• - -·~··· -,·-,,·-·-·· .... ~--~-~ .. _ .. ___ _ 
- -- . -· --~ ,·· . I:.:.·,; ;"" ---~---.--·-·· 
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A uniformity for a set X is a non-void family U of 
subsets of XxX such that 
i. ~ CU for all U E. U ~ 
11. · If u € U then u-1-E U . 
- --- - ----------------- ~~ --;- --- --~- - - ~- -- ---- ·----
iii. 
iv. 
If U E U then V · V CU for some __ V_€_ ~ • _ _ _______________________________ _ 
- --·· -- -- -· 
If u,v EU then U n_y ~ U. 
V. If u ~ u ' and u C V C XxX then V €. u . 
The pair (X, U) is called a uniform space. 
A subfamily y3 of a uniformity U is called a base 
for U if and only if each member of U contains a member 
of .'3 • Note that if _C3 is such a family, then J2 
determines U because U C XxX belongs to U if and only if 
there is a B ~ G3 such that B c U. On the basis of 
definition, the following lemma is clear. 
Lemma XIII: A non-void family {;J of subsets of XxX is a 
base for some uniformity U :for X if and only if 
i. each member of ..G3 contains. the diagonal 6 ; · 
ii. if U ~ CB , then u-.i. contains a member of y3 ; 
iii. if U t. G3 , then V • V C U for some V in 93. ; and 
iv. the intersection of two members of Q contains a . 
member of ~. 
The uniform topology, 1. e., the topology ;J of the 
uniformity U where (X, U) is a uniform space, is defined 
to be .:J = { T : T C X, for all x E T, there is a U E. U 
such that U [ x] C T } • 
The following theorems are taken from Kelley. The 
statements are essenti~lly direa\_l!?~tes; the proofs given 
. ~ 
.. 
,. 
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are based on those presented by Kelley, details being added 
where we felt further explanations were necessary ~or 
clarity. 
Theorem 1: The interior of a subset A of X relative to the 
" 
~ uniform topology is defined to be [ x : U ( x] C A for some 
-·- - • - •-• ••-•· ·- ·-·--· -- •--.·--:·- -----a• - --• • " •••• 
u EU}. 
· Proof: Suppose that B = f x : U ( x] C A for some U E::: °/._,,.(_ } • 
Let x £ B. Then there is a U E U such that U[x) .CA by 
definition of B and there is a V ~ U such that V · V CU 
by definition of U . Now if y E v[x], then v[ y] c V • V (x] C 
u[x) CA and so y EB. Thus v(xJ C: B and B is open. 
Clearly by definition B contains every open subset of A. 
This fact, combined with B being open, implies that Bis the 
interior of A. Hence the theorem. 
Theorem 2: If 03 is a base for the uniformity U, then 
for each x l U [x] : U E v3} is a base for the neigh-
borhood system or x. 
Proof: It is clear from Theorem 1 that u(x]is a neighbor-
hood or x for each U E °l.._L. Consequently, the famjly of all 
.sets u[x] where U ~ U is a base for the neighborhood 
system of x. If ",eJJconsider those U E G3 where (B is a 
base for °ll then the famjly of all sets U[x) where UG ,(l3 
is also a base for the neighborhood system. 
Theorem 3: The closure, relative to the uniform topology, 
of a subset A of X is n l U(A] : U E. U}. The closure 
of a subset M of XxX is n l U • M • U : U E U } . 
Proof: For each U E U , U(x] is a neighborhood of: x 
"·. 
1. 
. . 
• 
•R •• 
-- . - -- - - - --- -- ·-· ·--·-- . . -- ··"· -~- - - . 
·-, .. ' 
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by the above remarks. Thus X E A Ir and only if u [ X] n A #- ' 
for each U EU. But U[x] intersects A if and only if 
x£u-1[A] by the definitiohs made at the beginning or this 
section. Now each member of U contains a symmetric member 
by definition. 
each U 
€
 ~. 
Therefore x ~ A if and only if x E U(A] for 
Hence we have A = n lu[A1 : u EU]. 
Similarly, if U is a symmetric member of U then 
U[x]xU[y] is a neighborhood of (x,y). Let MC XxX. Then 
(x,y) EM if and only if u[x]xU(y] n M ~ !6, that is, 
(x,y)E. U [u(x]xU(y] : (u,v)E M}. By Lemma XII, 
U{u[x]xU(v) : (u,v) EM}= U • M • u. Therefore (x,y) t;;. M 
if ~nd only if (x,y)E n {u · M • U : U ~ti.} and we have 
M = n lu. M. u : u E. u} and so the proof is completee 
Theorem 4: The family of closed symmetric members of a 
uniformity U is a base for U. 
Proof: Suppose U £ U and VE °Li._ such that V • V • V Cu. 
By Theorem 3, V • V • V contains V. Thus we have that U 
I. 
contains a closed member W of U and W n w-1 is a closed 
• 
symmetric member and the proof is complete. 
These four theorems together imply thats 
Every uniform space is regular. 
Proof: Recall that a topological space is regular if and 
only if for each x and each neighborhood U of x there is 
a closed neighborhood V of x such that x EV Cu. Now if 
t;· denotes the family o~ closed symmetric members of the 
uniformity U then C is a base for U from Theorem 4. By 
Theorem 2, then, the family of sets v[ X J for V ~ C is a 
'I' 
/ 
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base for the neighborhood system of x. Therefore, if U is a 
neighborhood of x then U contains a neighborhood V(x] such 
that Vis a closed member of U. Thus v(x] is closed and 
• by definition the space is regular. 
Lemma X:l: Every topological group is a uniform --space;-- - ---- --· 
Proof g (G; ~ ) is a topological group. For each neigh-
borhood U of the identity define UL = [Cx,y) : x-iy t. uJ 
and U""R = (Cx,y) : :xy-iE U}. Consider the uniformities 
~ which has as a base UL , a which has as a base U"f\ , 
and l/ which has a subbase ~ U Ge, • The topology J 
is the topology of each ~, Ci[ and U. 
The topology J L of the uniformity ;< is defined to be 
..:J' L = i_T : there is an L C T such that, for all x ~ L, 
there is a UL£ ~ such that UL [x] CL}. ,JR= 
[ S : there is an R C S such that for all w 6. R there is 
a U~ 
€
 £il such that U1\ (x) CR}. Now UL [x] = {y : 
(x,y) E UL} and u'R [ x) = [z : (w, z) E. U"R 1 . Therefore 
:::J L = l. T : there is an L C T such that for all x t. L there 
is a neighborh~od U of e such that x-iy t=. U implies that y E L }. 
::J"R = {s : there is an R CS such that for all w 
€. R there 
is a neighborhood V of e such that wz-i t V implies that z t=- R }. 
Let A E. :J L. Then for some subset BC A, there is a 
neighborhood U* of e such that for b EB, if b -ic EU* then 
c EU*. Now if b-ic EU* then c-ib t=. u•-1, a neighborhood 
-i of e = e. ( G, ::J ) is a topological group therefore the 
group operations are continuous. Thus b E. W* ,ihere W* is a 
neighborhood of c and f ina.l].y be -i E V* where V* is a neigh-
·---· . ___ ,. ___ -···-·-- ·-·· ·-· .'.- .. ···-·-- -- ·-·----- ·- - . -
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borhood of e. Therefore by reversing the steps, we have 
be -i E. V* where V* is a neighborhood of the identity implies 
that b-11c EU*, also a neighborhood of the identity. Hence 
if x EB then xy-i t;;. V* implies· that x-1y ~ U* implies y E. B, 
Th-en .empl_oying a similar argument--in·· the opposite direction,·· · ··· - ,, ---
we have that the two topologies are equivalent. The 
arguments that V is equivalent to a_ and /; are similar. 
stl ,, HencEf 'all three give the same topology and so every topo-
logical group is a uniform space. 
An obvious corollary to the previous lemmas is that 
every topological group is. regular. 
Finally we observe a direct corollary to Theorem 3 
( A = n [u[A] : u Eu} ) is that if A is a set in a 
~ topological gro~p then x = n [Av = v is a neighborhood of e 1, 
·-::.-
... ::' 
·_-r. 
, .. 
1· 
I 
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FOOTNOTES. 
1L. Pontrjagin, ToEologica.! GrouRs translated by Emma Lebrner (Princeton, 1939), p. 76. . 
• .... ,.-- ••·,. ·• •-• •• ,.• .-.... _, __ ·~ ••-•-••--r•r-,-,-~ 2Andre Weil, "Sur Les Espaces a Structure Uniforme et SUr La Topologie Generale," Actuali tes Scientifigues .tl Industrielles (Paris, 1937) ,- vol. 55'1. 
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